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*FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. A new RPG using the Conan license. Now players can become the greatest
barbarian of all time!

Please log in to add or reply to comments. Christopher R September 12, 7: I was expecting a bold statement
declaring a 4 person party or something but it looks like the encounter difficulties are stated in each encounter
summary. Christopher R September 12, 6: Mike Wevanne S January 11, 3: Christian B November 27, Have I
missed something? Douglas B November 27, 2: Characters created using the full rules may have different
Expertise and Focus ratings in a skill. Just downloaded the Quick Start rules and looking forward to all the
supplemental material. Not sure about the "2d20" system, though. Douglas B May 09, 1: Paxton K April 24,
Can not wait to purchase the game book. Incredible artists and I love the opinions of "Howard Scholars".
Considering pursuing a degree myself, do you recommend Kaplan or Phoenix university? Which is better with
"between when the oceans drank Atlantis" archaeology? Low class and more importantly, link is not needed.
The DM holds the cards, sir. No need to hand him some. When you guys were searching for a name, I
commented that "undreamed of" would stand. I did not say it should. Glenn F March 29, I then played it for
12 hours with a very experienced roleplay group whose combined tabletop rpg experience comes in at just
over 90 years. There were a number of simulationist players, 4 larpers, as well as 2 with real combat
experience - both modern and medieval re-enactment. So please understand we were seeing things through the
eyes of experience. The system had to prove itself to us, not the other way around. However, this turned out to
be entirely wrong. Yes there were minor issues with the Soak See more rules, the Stun effect and the reach of
Shields. But once I posted this to the game designers some of these things got fixed - who got kudos for
listening, frankly A change to the rules and some explanation later - both rapidly forthcoming from Chris and
team, and all of these niggles were dealt with. The system plays very well I have to say. Doom is neither a
stick with which to punish players nor a straight-jacket for the GM as some seem to be claiming. I can see that
a punitive style of GM might decide to use them thusly, but that would their the GMs failing, not the systems.
Any GM can bork a game by whatever means is available to them behind the GM screen. I am sure that there
will be fully fleshed-out GM guidance on appropriate uses for those who want to see it in the Core Rules. For
those of us a little longer in the RPG-tooth, such things are self-evident. Tabletop RPGs are an interactive
storytelling game Doom will, I can assure you, work well when used like this by any GM who approaches
their use in this way. Someone using it as a stick to beat players has entirely missed the point, and those
concluding that the mechanic inevitably encourages such behaviour needs to spend a Fortune Point on a
common sense roll We have never used a Doom-like system before and after the mechanics were worked out
which do indeed play better than they read in these quickstart rules , we had a great time with them. Much to
our surprise, we enjoyed their use and the mechanic as a whole. You will too, should you care to put aside any
misgivings you might have, if any Eivind S March 31, 7: I think this game will work well for those who enjoy
counters and a lot of system driven rewards and penalties. Glenn F April 19, 8: You at least took the time to
play it. I reserve no criticism for your opinion of the system. But you tried it Eivind S April 24, 9: The first
combat was kind of painful, but once we all got the rules down, combat flowed quickly and everyone had a
good time. In particular, the ebb and flow of the Momentum system really made the game; my players
celebrated grabbing two or three Momentum after good rolls and then dumping a handful of Momentum
tokens onto a damage roll much more than crits in our normal Pathfinder game. First, what happens when you
run out of Vigor? You obviously take a Wound, but does the Vigor stat reset? If not, what is the mechanic for
taking more Wounds besides doing more than four points of damage? Under the description for the Parrying
quality on page 28, it says "A character wielding one or more Parrying weapons reduces See more the Doom
cost of a Defense Reaction using the Parry skill by one, to a minimum of 0. For that matter, it says on page 21
that the target has the option of performing a Defense Reaction; other than corner cases like dangling from a
rope over a pool of lava or being bound and helpless, why would you not use your Defense Reaction? From
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the perspective of the sample adventure, Stun seems a little over-powered. I blew through half of my Doom
pool trying to un-stagger a couple of elite Picts with their six Willpower. Thank you for your attention, but
even with these couple of rough spots, the play test was really fun, and the rules worked better than I expected.
Eivind S March 14, 9: You probably should have had more Doom points in your pool As to damage, the
system is a bit complicated. Chuck H March 16, 5: Thank you for the clarifications. I appreciate your time.
Eivind S March 16, 6: It says that you can reverse the flow that way. Eivind S March 11, 8: I have played
tabletop RPGs for about 22 years, and began reading Conan stories even a couple of years before I started
playing, so this had everything going for it as far as my background is concerned. One example is the
Grappling Rule. Further, in the same rule, the last half of the description is extremely cumbersome, and partly
indecipherable. Ok, enough about the duct tape moments, I trust that these will be straightened out before the
release of the core book. We handed them back and forth, and everything seemed to be working. Partly to be
able to even hit each other, and partly in an effort to end the encounter one way or the other. The players soon
"lost respect" for doom points, gave me more than I needed to get the effects, and the battle just would not end
despite Adelstans best efforts: For 3 doom points next to nothing, in my experience , I could regenerate all the
vigor of "mighty beasts". In the end I felt that there was no "real battle" here, and that I had to have mercy on
the players, and "decide" when the battle had lasted long enough. Combat in the Hyborian age David T March
13, 4: Even with restored Vigor, an enemy can still take Wounds, which are ultimately what you need to win a
combat anyway. Were your players using their Fortune Points? Grappling seems pretty self explanatory:
Eivind S March 14, 5: Even though this is of course not the case in every encounter, it at least seems to hold
true where the opponents are not weak, and the players have a disadvantage like "darkness" in the quickstart
scenario. That quickly resulted in me having more than enough points, despite the players initially being
reluctant to give them to me. And there is little difference from the players perspective whether I have 15 or 30
Doom points at any given time. All told; they lost respect for doom points. Yeah, they had their fortune points,
and that gave them equal opportunity to heal themselves and so on. That, of course, only added to the potential
length of an already too lengthy battle scene. Needless to say, that is only my opinion, and others might have
different expectations and criteria. As to the grappling rule, I think I pretty much spelled it out in the first
comment Getting 2 automatic successes with 1 Fortune Point really helps. Also, where was all the Momentum
going if players were spending so much Doom for so many dice all the time? Exploit -1 Difficulty, weapon
ensnaring the target can only attack the target which only makes sense really. Eivind S March 18, 6: Only had
two players that last session, maybe that made a difference.
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Details about Conan the Roleplaying Game [d20 Fantasy Roleplaying] Be the first to write a review. Conan the
Roleplaying Game [d20 Fantasy Roleplaying].

This review covers the original release, the Atlantean Edition, and the 2nd Edition. Presentation The books
typically have great covers, showing Conan usually in some kind of kilt or other characters from the Hyborian
age. Inside the covers are often a map, either of the region covered in the book, or of the Thurian continent of
the Hyborian age. Most of the main regional books are in hardcover, with some splat books in soft cover until the second edition, when eventually all the books other than the main book and the bestiary went
softcover. The first edition have brownish-red spines, while the second edition has blue spines. The races
matched Robert E. That was a little problematic. The Classes were pretty good and played well. I liked this
class a lot. Instead of wizards, sorcerers, clerics, or druids, we get the Scholar. The Scholar can be sorcerous or
mundane, and, if sorcerous, the type of sorcerer varies considerably. This leads us to the magic system, which
was particularly well handled, with spells chosen directly from the source material and not emulating standard
d20 DnD at all. One can even push oneself into negative power points if necessary. It makes the spellcaster
more useful than the fire-and-forget type. There are several rules for magic, such as the rule of success - where
a successful casting breeds even more success for the caster. There is the rule of impermanence, which means
spells go away when the sorcerer dies. I liked the rule of obsession, which gave sorcerers bonus power points
if they gained the object of their obsession. Many REH sorcerers seemed obsessed with things. Sorcery also
breeds corruption and insanity. The game also has a Fate Point mechanic, allowing the players some additional
creative input into the game. Fate points are generally used to be left for dead to avoid being killled, hit a
mighty blow, repent of corruption, and for destiny choices. The skill system was nice. Cross class skills can be
purchased at regular price if the character has an Intelligence bonus - this gives even warriors a reason to want
a high intelligent. Combat worked out pretty well and was lethal, as it should be. Weapon damages were
increased from standard D20 games, and the massive damage threshold was lowered - meaning the chances of
dying from a critical hit was pretty good. Weapons had armor piercing statistics added, and armor did not
increase armor class, but reduced damage taken. Speaking of armor class, the game offers two defense stats:
Dodge and Parry, and different classes do different ones well. Dodge is a Dex-based defense, while Parry is
Str-based. The sourcebooks add a lot of color and flavor to the game. Most of them are rules-neutral, and the
first edition sourcebooks can be used with the 2nd Edition, and I would bet most of them will still work well
with the new Conan RPG coming out from Modiphius. Most are well researched and add value to play. The
Bad Stuff The armor system, while interesting and all, slows down combat slightly, introducing more math to
the system and, while it mostly worked, there were situations where it did not, such as when Picts were
fighting a heavily armored Aquilonian - the Picts were unable to harm them at all. An optional rule was added
in the 2nd Edition as a half-assed fix, but you could tell Mongoose did not like adding that fix. Also, as
mentioned before, although I liked the idea of racial background skills, it made for some weird combinations.
There is no land called Hyboria. That really riled me, especially in the book titles. The Shadizar Boxed Set is
marred by a plagiarized map that did not represent what was written in the book. Mongoose attempted to fix
this by mailing out a free, revised map to those who asked, but if one were to acquire this boxed set now, I
doubt one would be able to get the corrected map. This was really unfortunate. Speaking of maps, most of the
maps were beautiful, but flawed, in that Mongoose did not use better researched maps, but stuck with the
flawed standard map. Conclusion Overall, this was a pretty good system. I played it for several years GMing it
most of the time and we had a lot of fun. I still get requests to run it from time to time from the old players.
The sorcery system is a highlight of the game. I highly recommend this game for anyone who likes Robert E.
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Conan the Roleplaying Game [d20 3. Book may have visible use and some wear. It may have minor creases
on the cover and some folded pages. This is a used book but in good condition. About Goodwill of Southern
California Our company is dedicated to providing you with the best quality, lowest cost products on eBay.
Payment We accept PayPal for all eBay orders. Please see payment details below. Shipping Multiple shipping
options are available for this item. For more detail, please see below, and select the shipping option that is
most convenient for you. These charges are normally collected by the delivering freight shipping company or
when you pick the item up do not confuse them for additional shipping charges. We do not mark merchandise
values below value or mark items as "gifts. Returns Your satisfaction is very important to us. Please contact us
via the methods available within eBay regarding any problems before leaving negative feedback. Any defects,
damages, or material differences with your item, must be reported to us within 7 days of receipt of the item or
30 days from date of shipment. The returned merchandise must be postmarked within 30 days of the shipment
notification. Non-deliveries must be reported within 30 days of Shipment Notification. Shipping and handling
The seller has not specified a shipping method to Germany. Contact the seller- opens in a new window or tab
and request shipping to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code.
United States No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global Shipping
Program and includes international tracking. Learn more- opens in a new window or tab Change country:
There are 1 items available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 1. Select a valid country. Please enter 5
or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Handling time Will usually ship within 3 business days of receiving cleared
payment - opens in a new window or tab. Return policy Return policy details Seller does not offer returns.
Refer to eBay Return policy for more details. You are covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee if you
receive an item that is not as described in the listing.
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Publishing; First Edition edition (January 25, ).

My review of the 1st Edition rule book can be found here. This review is more about the differences.
Presentation Like the original, the book is a large hardcover featuring a painting by Quilliams, but it is a
different painting, with Conan surrounded by friends or foes on all sides. The book is also presented in black
and white, which does not look good compared to the full-color of the original 1st edition book. The border art
has changed, too, although they kept a bare-breasted woman on one border, despite the controversy the
original bare breast caused. Personally, I love the art and am not offended by nudity, but not everyone liked
having it on all the pages. The black-and-white, however, made the pages look muddy and less vibrant. The
black-and-white presentation would continue throughout the whole of the 2nd edition. The book is better
bound than the originals, and this is a plus. It has a blue spine instead of a brown one, quickly distinguishing
the 2nd edition from the 1st. The Good Stuff One of the key things about this edition is that it is compatible
with the 1st edition. Not much really changed. Mostly it is rules clarifications and a few fixes here and there,
which rarely impacted the supplements - meaning the 1st edition supplements were still viable in the 2nd
edition. Character creation and the character races had few changes a few background skills here and there,
and the like , but the character classes had a few tweaks and improvements. My favorite was the addition of
the Temptress as a core class. Pirates, Thieves, and Temptresses. Gareth Hanrahan streamlined the class a bit
making it better and now my creation is part of the core class structure of the game. I really liked that. Codes
of Honour and Allegiances were not changed for this edition, but remain as another highlight of the system in
general. I liked the way weapon finesse was handled in this game. Instead of taking a feat, certain weapons
simply lent themselves toward finesse fighting, so if you had one of those weapons, you could wield it as a
finesse weapon. In my review of the 1st edition, I mentioned how I liked the special manoeuvres. My
admiration for this remains, and the 2nd edition made it even better by giving us additional manoeuvres. One
problem with the structure of the 1st edition is that the material concerning Corruption is spread throughout
several sections. This edition gathers all of that into one place. The Bad Stuff Really, everything was
streamlined and made better with this edition, but the black-and-white presentation is a real let-down. Indeed,
it looks like someone photo-copied a color work. Some of the text boxes are nearly unreadable because the
original colors of the boxes black text on brown background turn to black text on nearly black backgrounds.
Given that the the 2nd edition planned for a bestiary, I question the judgement of including a bestiary in this
volume, but it worked okay. Conclusion For fans of the Conan game, the 2nd Edition is a nice improvement.
None of the 1st edition supplements are invalidated. It was a good game, and is still a good resource for the
game. The fact that it is better bound is one of its best features - save the full color 1st edition to sit on the
shelf, and actually use this edition - it can stand up to the pounding better.
5: Conan the Roleplaying Game | Conan Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Conan the Roleplaying Game [d20 Fantasy Roleplaying] pdf - Paul Tucker a. In various channeling they require a
fantasy roleplay. The book's publication of the character creation.

6: Conan: The Roleplaying Game - Wikipedia
Conan the Roleplaying Game (d20 Fantasy Roleplaying) $ $ A new rpg using the conan license. now players can
become the greatest barbarian of all time!
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Modiphius is proud to unveil the brand new cover for Robert E Howard's Conan: Adventures In An Age Undreamed Of
Roleplaying Game Brom is an iconic name in fantasy gaming and literature.

8: Review of Conan the Roleplaying Game - D20 System (OGL) | Conan: The Roleplaying Game | RPGGe
The Good: Conan the RPG intends to convey the essence of the original Robert E. Howard stories in a D20 game
system. It's a solid success. It's a solid success. The new combat options enable the possibility of quick and bloody
death along with the D20 system's ability to let high-level heroes go through tremendous punishment.

9: A List of Games Based on the Original SRD System
Review of Conan The Roleplaying Game Atlantean Edition Goto [ Index ] This is the original volume in the Mongoose
Conan RPG series being a large (A4) format hardcover book, Due to the high volume of misprints and editing problems
with this edition Mongoose ended up producing the Atlantean edition which fixes many of these problems.
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